
Prompt  This is provided for poets new to the project. The 48 
poets who were part of the Coast to Coast to Coast project last year may wish 
to submit their poem (as long as unpublished), or may wish to write a new 
poem. Please date your poem according to when it was drafted. 
 
Read the selection of lines taken from The Litany created as part of the 
exhibition, ‘Map, line, and stitch’ last year.  
 
For your writing: select a coastal, riverside or lakeside location of your 
choice and follow the instructions below. 
 
Before  
Select a line or two from the litany that appeals to you. 
You will take these lines with you when you draft your poem. 
You might also want to take a favourite poem linked to the sea / river / coast 
to inspire you. 
 
At some time between 1 July and 4 August, 2019, go to your selected location  
 
Sit at your chosen place quietly for 5–10 minutes.      
In this time try to just ‘be’ at your chosen place.    
If you note anything you wish to record while you sit… jot it down after the 5–
10 minutes.  
 
Read your selected lines from the litany and any poem you have chosen 
slowly.  
 
Write the place, date and time (i.e. where and when you are writing),  
in the following format: Aldeburgh, South Lookout, 29 July 11.45am  
 
Write for 10–15 minutes, perhaps starting with a description, anything you 
noted, anything from your selected poem, and moving into maybe associative 
ideas or sounds.  Write in any way you usually approach a poem draft. 
 
Spend another 5–10 minutes: read over work written and maybe redraft 
slightly. 
Whilst redrafting / writing, think about the other people you are communicating 
with (other participants in this project for this special edition will be writing at 
around this time). You may want to say something about the uniqueness of 
your location. 
 
For the final 10–15 minutes, read over what you’ve written and select two 
lines that you feel express the essence of being in this space and time. 
This is ‘the couplet’ mentioned above and may form part of the growing litany. 
 
Redraft your poem and submit when ready to 
mariacoastaldeburgh@gmail.com 
	


